Recent applications of synchrotron VUV photoionization mass spectrometry: insight into combustion chemistry.
Combustion is one of the earliest developed human technologies and remains our primary source of energy, yet it embodies a complex suite of physical and chemical processes that are inadequately understood. Combustion chemistry involves both chemical thermodynamics and chemical kinetics, and experimental advances mostly depend on the development of combustion diagnostics, which effectively serve as the foundation of theoretical progress. The major objective of combustion diagnostics is to provide comprehensive product identification and concentration information of a flame species, which can be used to develop kinetic models for the simulation of practical combustion. However, conventional combustion diagnostic methods face difficult challenges in distinguishing isomeric species, detecting reactive radicals, obtaining real-time measurements, and so forth. Therefore, for deeper insight into combustion chemistry, a diagnostic method with high detection sensitivity, isomeric selectivity, and radical detectability is required. In this Account, we report recent applications of synchrotron vacuum ultraviolet photoionization mass spectrometry (SVUV-PIMS) in various areas of combustion chemistry research. The wide tunability of synchrotron photon energy can facilitate the selective identification of isomeric intermediates and the near-threshold detection of radicals (thus avoiding fragmentation interference). Moreover, the convenient combination of SVUV-PIMS with various laboratory-based combustion approaches demonstrates its universality in combustion studies. Recent experimental achievements have demonstrated the successful applications of this technique in premixed flames, pyrolysis in flow reactors, coflow diffusion flames, catalytic oxidation, plasma diagnostics, and analysis of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and soot. More applications of SVUV-PIMS are expected in the near future, not only in combustion studies, but also in other research topics of chemistry such as analytical chemistry, photochemistry, biochemistry, and the like. In all applications, combustion intermediates, including isomers and radicals, can be distinguished unambiguously, extending our knowledge of intermediate pools and providing more precise targets for quantum chemical calculations of significant reaction channels. The observed mass range covers both small and large combustion products, such as PAHs with two to five carbonic rings. Such analyses present clues toward understanding the molecular growth process from fuel to PAHs and, consequently, soot in fuel-rich hydrocarbon flames. Furthermore, quantitative analyses of chemical structure are available in most applications. For example, one can acquire concentration profiles of flame species versus position in premixed and diffusion flames or versus temperature in pyrolysis and catalytic oxidation. The objectives of validating current kinetic models and developing new kinetic models are thus well served with SVUV-PIMS as an analytical tool in combustion research.